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A Message From The Principal
I am very pleased to introduce 
our school’s GCSE options 
booklet. 

Your child is making one of the 
biggest decisions of their school 
career so far: which subjects 
they are going to study at Key 
Stage 4 for their final exams. As 
a school, we are committed to 
providing a broad and rich 
curriculum for all our students. 

This booklet outlines the options available for students at GCSE 
and gives detail as to what each course entails. We are 
pleased to be able to offer an extensive range of subjects, 
including academic, creative and vocational choices. 

I wish you the very best of luck in making this extremely 
important decision. Please do not hesitate to contact any 
member of staff for advice or guidance on the options 
process. 

Best wishes, 
Mrs M Dillon
Principal - Oasis Academy Oldham
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Options Guidance
Each week your child will study the following subjects:

• English - 5 one-hour lessons
• Maths - 4 one-hour lessons
• Science - 5 one-hour lessons
• PE – 1  one-hour lesson

• PSHE – 1 one hour lesson

Three further option choices must be made along with 
a backup choice for each option. 

Unfortunately, we cannot guarantee all first-choice 
options for all pupils, however we will do our best to 
accommodate all pupil choices. Late or missing option 
survey responses may result in pupils being placed in 
subjects that are deemed most appropriate for your 
child by the academy.

The range of options in this booklet is subject to 
change, dependent on pupil take up and timetable 
arrangements.
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Options Guidance
Choosing option subjects should be an exciting 
experience for pupils and parents. We encourage you to 
engage in conversations with your child about which 
subjects they would like to take and ensure that they 
are choosing subjects for the right reason. 

When choosing subjects we suggest that you 
encourage your child to think about the following;
• Am I making good progress in that subject?
• What do I enjoy about it?
• What will I study on the course?
• Will I do my best in that subject?
• What careers might these lead to? 

Choices should not be made based on;
• What my friends are doing
• My parents want me to do it
• I like or dislike that teacher 

If you or your child have any questions—please do not 
hesitate to contact a member of staff, or to contact 
your Head of Year.
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BTEC 3D Design
Qualification- BTEC TECH AWARD IN ART & DESIGN                  Exam board- EDEXCEL

BTEC 3D design is a practical introduction to life and 
work in the industry, learners will acquire knowledge, 
understanding and skills to underpin their practical 
activities for a future in the design industry. 

The course has two internally assessed components, 
and one that's externally assessed: These 
components build on each other and let you put what 
you’ve learned into practice and grow in confidence. 
You will study:

• 2D and 3D drawing and presentation skills 
• Use tools and equipment to realise your ideas
• CAD/CAM applications 
• Industrial Manufacturing Processes 
• A range of materials and finishes used in various 

design industries 
• Research and analyse artists, crafts people and 

designers. 

Course Details
What will I study

Mr Jain 
or 

Mrs Liddle-Moore

Who will 
teach me?

dtoasisoldham

What will independent 
study look like?

You will need to complete 
project work at home and 
continue building on your 
research and design skills. 

This course is time 
consuming and requires 

hard work and dedication.
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Next Steps

This course is ideal for anyone 
who is creative and technical 
minded, likes designing, making, 
analysing products and is 
interested in a career in Product 
Design, Graphic Design, 
Architecture, Engineering. (all 
creative industries)
It provides students with the  
opportunity to  develop their 
knowledge and understanding of 
different materials, tools and the 
use of CAD/CAM in a range of 
design. 

You can continue to study 3D 
Design as a BTEC or A 'levels at 
local colleges such as Oldham 
Sixth Form and Clarendon.

You can even study 3D Design 
as an undergraduate at the 
University of Salford and 
Manchester Metropolitan 
University, as well as numerous 
other universities.

Why should I pick BTE 3D 
DESIGN?

Continuing To Study  3D DESIGN

Careers Linked To  3D 
DESIGN

• Develop creative thinking 
• Develop problem solving skills 

• Develop modelling skills 
• Develop understanding of materials 

and construction 
• Develop understanding of 

Technology and the modern world 

• Develop the value and importance 
of Technology 

• Develop curiosity, enquiry and  
independence.

• Design products of the future!

You will be assessed on your response 
to a design brief, trough a portfolio 
and final outcome.

Component 1 – Generating ideas

Component 2 – Developing practical 
skills

Component 3 – Responding to a client 
brief.

How will I be assessed

For more information visit: https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/btec-tech-awards/art-and-design-

practice.html#:~:text=BTEC%20Tech%20Awards%20Art%20and%20Design%20Practice%20(2018)%E2%80%8B&text=The%20B

TEC%20Tech%20Award%20in,to%20be%20taken%20alongside%20GCSEs. 7



Art 
Qualification- GCSE                   Exam board- AQA 

Course Details
What will I study

Who will 
teach me?

What will independent 
study look like?

GCSE Art is a course suitable for students who 
are willing to be explore their creativity and have 
an interest in drawing and exploring a range of 
media and techniques. Students are encouraged 

to be experimental, to work from both 
observation and imagination, and to develop their 

ideas, taking inspiration from a range of 
contemporary and traditional artists. Through 
Year 10 and Year 11, students can expect to 
do drawing, painting, sculpting, printmaking, 

textiles, and mixed media work such as oil pastel, 
stencilling, collage and so much more. At OAO, 

we provide students with a rich and varied 
curriculum in Art and there are opportunities for 

every student to find their artistic style and 
develop their creativity. 

Follow 
Oasisoldhamart 
on Instagram to 

see what our 
students are up to!

Students will be taught 
by one of four teachers 
who collectively have 

background experience 
of Textiles, Fine Art, and 

Art Therapy. 

Students will be expected 
to carry out independent 
research to personalise 

their work. Art rooms are 
open after school for 
students to utilise the 

materials and resources 
we have available. 
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Next Steps

. 

Why 
should I 

pick Art?

Continuing To Study Art

Careers Linked To  Art

How will I be assessed

For more information visit: https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/art-and-design/gcse

60% Portfolio/Coursework
40% External Set Assignment

If you enjoy being creative, using your 
imagination and enjoy practical 

lessons, Art is the choice for you. Along 
with developing a range of skills across 
different pathways you will learn to work 
with independence, show resilience and 

problem solve. Studying Art is a great way 
to build confidence and self-expression –

everybody has a talent within them, its time 
to find yours! 

Art careers come in all 
shapes and sizes. You 

could become a freelance 
artist/designer or work in 
other creative industries 

such as architecture, 
fashion design, interior 
design, photography, 

graphic design, set design 
for theatre and film and 

many more. 

You can study Art at local 
colleges including Oldham, 

Tameside and Hopwood Hall. 
Alternatively, you can study A-
levels at Oldham Sixth Form, 

Ashton Sixth Form and 
Clarendon. You could opt to 
study Fine Art, fashion & 

Textiles, 3D design, 
Photography, Graphics, Art 
History and many more. 
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Business
Qualification- GCSE                Exam board- AQA 

Subject content 
1. Business in the real world -The purpose of 

business activity, the role of business enterprise 
and entrepreneurship, and the
dynamic nature of business.

2. Influences on business - The importance of 
external influences on business and how 

businesses change in response to these influences
3. Business operations - What business operations 
involve, their role within the production of goods 

and the provision of services, and how they 
influence business activity.

4. Human resources - The purpose of human 
resources, its role within business and how it 

influences business activity.
5. Marketing – The purpose of marketing, its role 
within business and how it influences business 

activity.
6. Finance - The purpose of the finance function, 

its role within business and how it influences 
business activity

Studying GCSE Business allows students to apply 
their knowledge and understanding of different 
business contexts ranging from small enterprises 
to large multinationals and businesses operating in 
local, national and global context. 

Course Details
What will I study

Miss Hussain
Mrs Parker

Who will 
teach me?

What will independent 
study look like?

Completing 
GCSEPOD Tasks

Completing Past 
Exam Questions
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Next Steps

Business Studies has many 
links to a variety of different 

subjects. Some of the 
entrepreneur, marketing, 

finance, economist, investor, 
accountancy  and financial 

advisor. 

Even if you don’t want a job 
in Business directly, 

knowledge around businesses 
and how they operate is 
essential for success. 

You can take Business at A-
level, or take a vocational 

course based around 
Business. There are a number 

of apprenticeships for 
different business roles. 

You can progress on to 
university where there is a 
wealth of courses from 

Business Studies, 
Management, Economics and 

Marketing. 

Why should I pick Business?

Continuing To Study business

Careers Linked To  
business

Do you want to be your own boss? Or 
simply want to tell people how to make 

the most out of what they do? 
Whatever your reasons for wanting to 
succeed, key business knowledge is 

essential for success in the real world. 

This course will provide you with the 
knowledge and skills that will enable you 

to succeed in the real world. Topics 
range from managing business finance 
to the laws around employing people. 

100% written exam.

2 papers (worth 50% each).

Both out of 90 marks. 

1 hour and 45 minutes to complete 
each paper. 

How will I be assessed

For more information visit: www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/business/gcse/business-8132/specification-at-a-glance 11



Computer Science
Qualification- GCSE                 Exam board- Edexcel

Course Details
What will I study

Who will 
teach me?

What will independent 
study look like?

Studying GCSE Computer Science allows students 
to develop their understanding of how machines 

are created. Students gain knowledge based 
around building and programming their own 

computer, comparing which computers are faster, 
have more storage and will perform better for 

the roles they are given. The course covers 
aspects of how machines are connected together 

to form networks, and the different security 
threats that computers are susceptible to. 

We look at different aspects of how machines 
understand humans, and what is essentially going 
on inside the box. The course is perfect for those 

who want to develop their knowledge around 
what the future holds for computers and how to 

develop software solutions to real world 
problems.

Mr Naylor

Mr Islam

• Revision and self-
study of theory units 
will use the online 
platform 
senecalearning.com

• Optional practical 
programming tasks 
will be set throughout 
the year
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Next Steps

.  

. 

Why should I pick Computer 
Science?

Continuing To Study Art

Careers Linked To  
Computer Science

How will I be assessed

For more information visit: 

2 Exams each worth 75 marks.

Paper 1: Principles of Compute Science 
(Written Examination) 1 hour 30 minutes

Paper 2: Application of Computational 
Thinking (Onscreen Examination) 2 hours 

“Whether you want to uncover the 
secrets of the universe, or you want to 
pursue a career in the 21st century, 
basic computer programming is an 

essential skill to learn” 
Stephen Hawking

Computer Science is learning how to 
build and program computers and 

infrastructure. During the course we learn 
about how machines are created, how to 
code them, how they are connected and 

how they understand humans. 

Computer Science has many 
links across the STEM 

subjects. Some of the best 
jobs include Programming, 
Drone Pilots, Computer 

Hardware Engineer and Web 
Developer.

Even if you don’t want a job 
in Computer Science, 

computers are used in most 
of the best jobs in the 

world. 

You can take Computer 
Science at A-level, or take a 

vocational course based 
around computers. There are 
a number of apprenticeships 
for different computing roles. 

You can progress on to 
university where there is a 
wealth of courses from 

straight Computer Science to 
Games Design to Artificial 

Intelligence.  

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-

gcses/computer-science-2020.html

“My number 1 piece of advice is: 
You should learn how to code.” 

Mark Zuckerberg
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Creative Imedia
Qualification - Cambridge National                   Exam board - OCR 

You will study 2 mandatory units and choose 1 
optional unit. You will learn about the media 
industry, digital media products, how they are 
planned, and the media codes which are used 
to convey meaning, create impact and engage 
audiences. 

• Mandatory Exam: Creative Imedia in the 
industry

• Mandatory unit: Visual identity and digital 
graphics.

• One optional unit from: characters and 
comics, animation with audio, interactive 
digital media, visual imaging or digital 
games.

Course Details
What will I study

Mr Islam
Miss Hussain
Mr Naylor

Who will 
teach me?

What will independent 
study look like?

• Revised and 
understood a topic

• Tested yourself
• Practised exam 

questions
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Next Steps

Graphic designer
Animator

Photographer
Web designer
Web developer
Video editor

Camera operator
Sound editor

Games developer
Scriptwriter

Director
Editor

Production manager

• A level Media Studies
• Apprenticeship Media and 

Broadcast Assistant 
Pathway

• Cambridge Technicals
Information Technology 

and Digital Media
• T Level Digital Production 

Design and Development 
or Media, Broadcast and 

Production

Why should I pick creative 
imedia?

Continuing To Study creative 
imedia

Careers Linked To  
creative imedia

• To understand concepts of digital 
media including factors that 
influence product design.

• Develop learning and practical 
skills that can be applied to real-
life contexts and work situations 
• Think creatively, innovatively, 
analytically, logically and critically.
• Develop skills in media industry 

and more widely

1 external assessed exam
2 coursework units

How will I be assessed

For more information visit: www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/cambridge-nationals/creative-imedia-level-1-2-j834/ 15



DANCE
Qualification- BTEC TECH AWARD PERFORMING ARTS                Exam board-PEARSON 

Course Details
What will I study

Who will 
teach me?

@oaodance

What will independent 
study look like?

The course aims to develop technical and
theoretical dance skills. The students will learn
to work individually and as a group to develop
the skills required for a successful career in
dance or related fields. The courses also
involves regular practical sessions and allows
the students to gain an insight in to the
various features of dance (choreography,
movement, setting, form, accompaniment,
interpretation and cultural context.)

You need to 
perform in 
front of an 

audience!

Mrs Cummins

Students will be asked 
to research famous 

choreographers, 
produce their own 

choreography, rehearse 
performances and also 
complete theory work.
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Next Steps

.  

. 

Why should I pick dance?

Continuing To Study DANCE

Careers Linked To  DANCE

How will I be assessed

For more information visit: https://qualifications.pearson.com/

You can continue to study a 
Dance course at the next 
level, BTEC or A Level at 
local colleges such as 
Oldham Sixth Form and 

Clarendon.

You can even study dance 
as an undergraduate at 

prestigious universities such 
as Chester and Edge Hill!

Once you have developed key 
skills such as discipline, 

motivation, creativity and team 
work your dance skills can be 

applied creatively in many ways. 
This will assist entry into a 

career relating to performing 
arts such as a dancer, 

entertainer, stage manager and 
much more. This is an 

opportunity to prepare you for 
employment or further 

education as it provides you 
with the skills for independent 

learning.

Do I want to look at lots of different 
styles of dance, learn how to do them 
and improve my knowledge of them?

Do I want to improve my own 
physical ability, stamina and dance 
skills?

Do I want to perform in dances that myself 

and others have choreographed?

Do I want to understand more 
about dance and its value?

70% Practical Assessment
30% Theory Coursework

3 Units of Work
2 units internally assessed
1 unit externally assessed

If the answer to any of these questions is
‘Yes’

then its probably worth considering.
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Performing ARTS acting
(Drama)

Qualification- BTEC Performing Arts                  Exam board- Pearson/Edexcel 

Course Details
What will I study

Who will 
teach me?

What will independent 
study look like?

• Students will be 
expected to 
independently 
research theatre 
practitioners and 
play texts.

• Students will be 
expected to learn 
lines and have the 
option to  attend 
extra  rehearsals

• Students will keep a 
log book of practical 
work.

We have three teachers within the 
Drama department: 

Miss Hardcastle
Mrs Mitchell
Mr Best

The BTEC Tech Award in Performing Arts 
is a practical course, with written 

elements. The course is split over three 
components which focus on developing 

the core skills and techniques required for 
success as a performer in the industry.

You will study a range of different texts, 
devise your own plays and watch several 

pieces of live theatre.

You will get to perform in front of live 
audiences.
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Next Steps

.  

. 

Why should I pick Drama?

Continuing To Study Drama

Careers Linked To  Drama

How will I be assessed

You can continue to study 
Drama at A Level at local 
colleges such as Oldham Sixth 
Form

Or you can continue with a 
BTEC course at Oldham College

Drama also compliments many 
other subjects such as  English, 
Law, Film and  Dance etc.

Many different jobs 
in theatre such as; 
Actor, Director , 

Stage Manager & 
Producer.

Drama helps with 
any jobs which 
involve public 

speaking. 

Component 1 – Exploring the Performing Arts
You will develop your understanding of the performing 

arts by examining practitioners’ work
and the processes used to create performance.

Component 2 – Developing Skills and Techniques
You will take part in workshops and classes where 

you will develop technical, practical and interpretative 
skills through the rehearsal and performance process

Component 3 – Performing to a Brief
Working as part of a group, you will develop your 
ideas for a workshop performance and apply your 
skills and techniques to communicate your creative 

intentions to your audience

The skills that are learnt by studying Drama 
are invaluable in later life. For example, 
being able to speak and present confidently 
in front of people, and the skill of planning 
that is required in any production, are useful 
in many careers. 

Studying  Drama enables you to increase 
your confidence and self-esteem, to employ 
the skills of problem solving, to improve your 
creativity and to make knowledgeable 
decisions.
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ESOL
Certificate in ESOL                         PEARSON EDEXCEL 

Course Details
What will I study

Who will 
teach me?

What will independent 
study look like?

Mrs Le Rendu

• Daily reading for 
20 minutes

• Past exam papers
• Using high 

frequency words 
in sentences.

• Bedrock 
Vocabulary

20

ESOL (English for Speakers 
of Other Languages) is a 

course suitable for students 
whose first language is not 
English. The course consists 

of the four strands of
speaking, listening,  reading 
and writing. You can take
ESOL exams at 3 different 
levels: Entry 1, Entry 2 or
Entry 3 depending on your

ability.



Next Steps

.  

Why should I pick ESOL?

Continuing To Study ESOL

Careers Linked To  ESOL

How will I be assessed

For more information:  ESOL specification

Pearson Edexcel Exam Board

For Entry 1, Entry 2 and Entry 3

• Speaking and Listening Exam 
(30 minutes)

• Reading Exam (1 hour)

• Writing exam  (1 hour)

The ESOL course helps you 
gain the communication skills 
you need to progress in your 

learning of English. It is 
designed to help you   progress 
into mainstream education and 

therefore improving future 
employment prospects. It will 

help you feel part of and 
connected to wider society.

Being fluent in English means 
you can potentially  work all 
over the world! Bilinguals and  
multilinguals are in great 
demand for jobs such as 
Translators/InterpretersTeachi
ng, Customer Service, 
Hospitality Managers, 
Healthcare Professionals, 
Social Workers, Flight 
Attendants, Journalists and 
many more!

You can continue to study 
ESOL at the next level at 
local colleges such as 
Oldham and Manchester 
Colleges.
Your ESOL qualification 
will also enable you to 
move on to level 1 or 2 
qualifications including 
GCSE English.
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Film Studies
Qualification- GCSE                  Exam board- Eduqas

Course Details
What will I study

Who will 
teach me?

@OAOFilm

What will independent 
study look like?

Mr. 
FarrandListen to the ‘Farrand On 

Film’ Podcast for more film 

studies content!

Film Studies is a modern GCSE that more 
and more students are electing to take 

as an option at our Academy. The 
course is split over three components 
and students are required to study six 

films from a variety of different 
contexts ranging from the developments 
in US cinema to issues of representation 
in South African cinema. More familiar 

films such as Avengers: Infinity War and 
Black Panther are used to encourage 
students to draw upon, and develop, 

their own knowledge of cinema.

Further reading/viewing into the 
films we study always helps 
ground your understanding of 

genre, representation and 
narrative. To prepare for exams, 
there are countless exam style 

questions available to you 
through the Film Studies Shared 

Drive and the podcast 
encourages extra revision outside 

of the classroom.
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Next Steps

.  

. 

Why should I pick Film?

Continuing To Study Film

Careers Linked To  Film

How will I be assessed

For more information visit: https://www.eduqas.co.uk/media/sjyhrqeu/eduqas-gcse-film-studies-spec-from-2017-e.pdf

You can continue to study 
Film as an A Level at 
local colleges such as 
Oldham Sixth Form and 

Clarendon.

You can even study film 
as an undergraduate at 
prestigious universities 
such as Cambridge and 

Edge Hill!

Film Studies, naturally, 
links to careers in the 

film and media industries 
such as film directing, 
editing, writing and 
journalism. Skills 

developed on the course 
will also help those who 

aspire to be artists, 
designers, marketing 

executives and software 
developers.

“Film is a great subject for anyone who 
loves watching films and/or is a creative 
learner. We’re lucky to be one of the only 

subjects that still has a coursework 
element meaning you can achieve 30% of 

your overall GCSE before you sit your 
exams! Even if you have zero interest in 
pursuing a career in Film, taking it as a 
GCSE develops your analytical, research 

and written skills – Plus, you get to watch 
some great films in class!”

70% Written Examination
Two exam papers.

One hour, thirty minutes each. 

30% Non Exam Assessment 
(Coursework)

Screenplay for own film idea.
Evaluative Analysis.

23
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FRENCH
Qualification- GCSE Exam board- AQA 

Who will 
teach me?

What will independent 
study look like?

Weekly vocabulary 
learning of Knowledge 
Organiser vocabulary 
and structures; Using 

Quizlet to revise 
language; GCSEPod

tasks; Study Booklets;  
Grammar Booklets

Mrs Thompson
Mrs Lawman

Follow us on Instagram 
@oasisoldhammfl and 

twitter @oaomfl

This course consists of the 
four strands of listening, 

speaking, reading and writing. 
By studying French you do not 
just learn the language, you 

get to: study a wide range of 
topics; find out about French 

speaking people, countries and 
cultures; read books; watch 
films and listen to songs. 

Course Details
What will I study

24



Next Steps

Why should I pick FRENCH?

Continuing To Study FRENCH

Careers Linked To  FRENCH

How will I be assessed

For more information visit: 

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/gcse/french-8658

AQA Exam Board
Foundation or Higher

25% Writing Exam (60/ 75 mins)
25% Speaking Exam (19/ 24 mins)
25% Listening Exam (40/ 45 mins)
25% Reading Exam (45/ 60mins)

You can continue to study 
French as an A Level at local 
colleges such as Oldham and 
Clarendon Sixth Form Colleges.
You can also study French as 

an undergraduate at 
prestigious UK universities as 
well as overseas, as part of 
your degree, in places such 
as France or even Canada.

French can take you literally 
anywhere: into fields such 

as Law, Engineering, 
Journalism, Media, 

Education, Retail and 
Marketing; careers such as 

Cabin Crew, Sales Rep, 
Footballer, Actor, Tour 

Guide, You Tuber as well as 
to university or living and 

working abroad.  The world 
is at your feet!

English is not enough!
Learning French: builds communication, 

interpersonal, intercultural, problem 
solving and analytical skills; improves 

confidence and resilience; builds memory 
and brain capacity and increases 

creativity. It can also delay dementia, 
reduce racism and improve your salary as 
well as allow you to see the world.  All 

this on top of speaking another 
language!!
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Geography
Qualification- GCSE                 Exam board- AQA 

Course Details
What will I study

Who will 
teach me?

@oao_geography1

What will independent 
study look like?

Geography allows students to perceive the 
elements of human and physical geography 

and gives them the independent, analytic and 
character skills to achieve it. Geography 

contributes to academic and social 
development, as students feel a sense of 

importance and responsibility as they 
understand how the world is connected and 

the importance of how one element is shaped 
by another. 

The curriculum adapts to the ongoing and 
future geographical issues surrounding us. It 
follows a timeline of people and place and 
allows these connections to portray a real 
sense of purpose for the need of learning 

knowledge, concepts and skills. 

Miss MacAdams
Mr Woodcock

Mr Denby

Independent study will 
focus on knowledge and 

Seneca (which we already 
use) Further into GCSE you 
will focus on exam question 
and exam skill.
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Next Steps

.  

. 

Why should I pick Geography?

Continuing To Study Art

Careers Linked To  Art

How will I be assessed

For more information visit: https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/geography/gcse/geography-8035

Without geography, you are no where—it is 
interesting and current. To be equip with 
knowledge about diverse places, people, 
resources and the environment. Geography 
prepares for the world of work -
geographers, with their skills of analysis 
are highly employable! Gain an 
understanding and appreciation of the 
cultures and backgrounds of people from 
all over the world. Study the features of 
the earth - such as mountains, rivers and 
seas - and how they were formed. Have 
fun and interesting lessons! 

Paper 1—Physical Geography = 35%  
Paper 2—Human Geography = 35% 
Paper 3—Geographical skills = 30%.

Continuing geography at 6th 
form. Advanced current 

GCSE topics and brand new 
ones!

University degrees in 
physical/human geography, 

environmental studies, 
sustainability or 

environmental studies.
Having global knowledge of 

culture and places for 
further travel 

A job in the field of: 
Travel and tourism, 

Environmental and urban 
planning, Climate 

change, Conservation 
and Global citizen.

Also Having global 
knowledge of culture 
and places for further 

travel
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HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE
Qualification- BTEC TECH AWARD LEVEL ½ IN HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE 

Course Details
What will I study

Who will 
teach me?

What will independent 
study look like?

BTEC LEVEL 2 TECH AWARD:

• Pass (Equivalent to a Grade 4 at GCSE)

• Merit (Equivalent to a Grade 5-6 at GCSE)

• Distinction (Equivalent to a grade 7 at GCSE) 

Miss Marsh 

Miss Donlon

Mr Jolly 

· Human growth and development across life 

stages (0-65)

· Health and wellbeing: genetic inheritance, ill 

health, substance use, diet, exercise and 

personal hygiene. 

· Expected and unexpected life events: coping with 

changes and sources of professional and 

voluntary support.  

· Primary, secondary and tertiary healthcare 

services: exploring job roles and 

responsibilities and the requirements needed 

to gain employment. 

· Barriers to accessing services such as the high 

demand of staff and lack of funding in the 

NHS. 

· Creating health and wellbeing improvement plans 

for individuals, giving recommended actions 

along with short and long term targets whilst 

taking into consideration obstacles that may 

be faced. 

You will be set several 

practice assignments 

along with coursework 

that contributes to your 

final grade throughout 

the year,  you will have 

strict deadlines that you 

will need to meet. You 

will need to 

independently research 

and prepare for each of 

these assignments. 
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Next Steps

.  

. 

Why should I pick hsc?

Continuing To Study hsc

Careers Linked To  hsc

How will I be assessed

Throughout Y10 you will complete four 

assignments across the year where you will 

need to meet deadlines. These assignments 

contribute to 60% of your final grade in 

Year 11. 

You will sit your exam in the February of 

Year 11, this gives you time to focus your 

revision on other subjects for the remainder 

of the year and also the option to re-sit in 

the summer too. 

Careers include:

•Mental Health nursing 
•Midwifery 
•Child Nursing
•Counselling
•Physiotherapy 
•Care Worker.
•Counsellor.
•Health Promotion Specialist.
•Occupational Therapist.
•Social Worker.
•Youth Worker

This course will give you 
an excellent foundation if 
you have aspirations to 

work in healthcare. 
Previous students have 

gone on to study Level 3 
in Health and Social Care 

and progressed onto 
various university courses 

and apprenticeships 

This Health and Social Care course 
introduces you to a career in 
healthcare and provides an 

introduction to the healthcare 
sector. This is an brilliant way to 
give yourself a kick start in this 
profession whilst also providing 
you with transferable skills and 

knowledge
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History
GCSE                   Edexcel

Would you like to investigate how Hitler created a 

dictatorship in Germany? Would you like to discover 
why Henry VIII chopped off the heads of two of his 
six wives? Would you like to understand why criminals 
in medieval and early modern England were punished 
so harshly? Would you like to find out how the Native 

Americans responded to the migration and settlement 
of whites settlers into their ancestral homelands?

If the answer to these questions is ‘Yes!’, then History 
is the subject for you! Investigating past societies 

through the examination of written and visual sources, 
History is the fascinating study of human motivations, 
interactions and relationships over the course of time. 
Focusing on the reasons why events took place and 
their consequences, our aim is to explore, interpret 

and explain past events in order to develop our 
understanding and appreciation of the world around 
us, locally, nationally, and internationally.

Course Details
What will I study

Dr Hustwit 
Mr Manouchehri 

Mr Singh
Mr Buxton

Miss Ward-Lees
Miss Bal

Who will 
teach me?

What will independent 
study look like?

You will need to 
revise independently 

at home or with 
friends.

You will be supplied 
with revision guides.

GCSE POD
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Next Steps

History qualifications are 
highly respected in the 

workplace: they 
demonstrate an individual 
is determined, thoughtful, 
resilient and has excellent 

literacy and analytical 
skills. Lawyers, 

researchers, journalists, 
and teachers often have 

History degrees.

You can continue to study 
History as an A Level at 
local colleges such as 
Oldham Sixth Form and 

Clarendon.

There are fantastic History 
Departments at the 

universities of Manchester, 
Lancaster and Bangor.

Continuing To Study History

Careers Linked To  history

Paper 1: Crime and Punishment in Britain, 
1000-present day

Paper 2:
Section A: Henry and his Ministers, 1509-
1540
Section B: The American West, 1830-
1895

Paper 3: Weimar and Nazi Germany, 
1918-1939

All topics are assessed through 
examination

How will I be assessed

For more information visit: https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-gcses/history-2016.html

Is History the right 
subject for me?

Thinking and writing are things I really 
enjoy. I like to think about how people 
in the past interacted and discover the 
reasons why events happened and how 
these affected peoples’ lives. Most of 
all, I am inquisitive, determined and 

resilient.  
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Hospitality & Catering

Mrs Hough

This course is a vocational level 1/2 award in Hospitality and Catering 
(equivalent to a GCSE). The course is split in to two units.
Unit 1 :  The  Hospitality and Catering Industry
Unit 2: Hospitality and Catering in Action
The structure of this course has been designed to develop in learners the 
knowledge and understanding related to a range of hospitality and catering 
providers; how they operate and what they have to take into account to be 
successful. There is the opportunity to learn about issues related to nutrition 
and food safety and how they affect successful hospitality and catering 
operations. In this qualification, learners will also have the opportunity to 
develop food preparation and cooking skills as well as transferable skills of 
problem solving, organisation and time management, planning and 
communication.

Who will teach me?

Course Details
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Next Steps

Food qualifications are 
useful for careers in; food 
teaching, health care, child 

care, nutrition, and 
management in the hospitality 
industry. It is also useful if 

you are interested in 
becoming a dietician, food 

technologist or entering food 
retail management, and 
product design. A food 

qualification can lead into a 
vast range of career 
pathways and further 

qualifications.

You can continue your studies 
in various areas of Hospitality 
and Catering at local colleges  

such as, Oldham College, 
Hopwood Hall and The 
Manchester College.

You can also study Hospitality 
and Catering as an under-

graduate in universities across 
the UK.

Why should I pick Hospitality & 
Catering?

Continuing To Study 
Hospitality & Catering

Careers Linked To 
Hospitality & Catering

40 % Written Exam
One paper

One hour and 30 minutes

60% internal assessment.
Consisting of written coursework and 

practical assessment. 

Hospitality and catering is the fourth largest 
industry and accounts for around 10% of 

total workforce in the UK. Since 2010, over 
25% of all new jobs have been within the 
hospitality and catering sector with the 

majority of new roles falling within the 18-24 
age group.

Additional reasons:
• Love of cooking  
• Wish to further your skills  
• Further education  
• Vast range of careers 

• Life skills
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Religious Studies
GCSE full course               edexcel

Ms Hale and Mrs Neild

Religious Studies is a thought provoking 
and eye opening GCSE. You will continue 
your year 8 studies questioning some of 
the philosophical questions in the world 

such as ‘what happens when you die? You 
will also study the Christian and Muslim 
responses to war and peace, crime and 
punishment, relationships and family, and 

life and death. You will explore the 
foundations of the Christian and Islam 
faith and evaluate the reasons that 

religious people do things in their lives

Who will teach me?

Course Details What will independent 
study look like?

You will be 
completing work at 

home booklets, 
homework and 

Formatives as part 
of your self study
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Next Steps

Learning about people, 
communities and their 

values can be beneficial 
to almost every career 
path. Some ideas could 
be teaching, youth work, 
social work, local politics. 
Law, health and social 

care, children's’ services, 
police force or probation 

work.

You can continue to study R.S 
or Philosophy as an A Level at 
local colleges such as Oldham 
Sixth Form and Clarendon. R.S 
GCSE can also help with A-

Level Law and A-Level 
Sociology

You can even study Theology 
or Philosophy as an 

undergraduate at prestigious 
universities such as Oxford, 
Cambridge, Manchester or 

Liverpool

Why should I pick Religious Studies?

Continuing To Study Film

Careers Linked To 
Religion

‘I’m really happy with my choice 
to study RS at GCSE. I really 
like finding out what makes 

people behave they way they 
do. And its interesting to 

discuss things like the death 
penalty and why its right or 

wrong’. 

100% Written Examination
Two exam papers.

One hour, forty five minutes each. 
One Christianity Paper

One Islam Paper
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SPANISH
Qualification- GCSE Exam board- AQA 

Who will 
teach me?

What will independent 
study look like?

Weekly vocabulary 
learning of Knowledge 
Organiser vocabulary 
and structures; Using 

Quizlet to revise 
language; GCSEPod

tasks; Study Booklets;  
Grammar Booklets

Mrs Thompson
Mrs Lawman
Miss Redpath

Miss Seijo Marks
Miss Hadfield

Follow us on Instagram 
@oasisoldhammfl and 

twitter @oaomfl

This course consists of the 
four strands of listening, 

speaking, reading and writing. 
By studying Spanish you do 
not just learn the language, 

you get to: study a wide range 
of topics; find out about 
French speaking people, 

countries and cultures; read 
books; watch films and listen 

to songs. 

Course Details
What will I study
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Next Steps

Why should I pick SPANISH?

Continuing To Study SPANISH

Careers Linked To  SPANISH

How will I be assessed

For more information visit: 

www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/gcse/spanish-8698

AQA Exam Board
Foundation or Higher

25% Writing Exam (60/ 75 mins)
25% Speaking Exam (19/ 24 mins)
25% Listening Exam (40/ 45 mins)
25% Reading Exam (45/ 60mins)

You can continue to study 
Spanish as an A Level at local 
colleges such as Oldham and 
Clarendon Sixth Form Colleges.
You can also study Spanish as 

an undergraduate at 
prestigious UK universities as 
well as overseas, as part of 
your degree, in places such 
as France or even Canada.

Spanish can take you 
literally anywhere: into fields 
such as Law, Engineering, 

Journalism, Media, 
Education, Retail and 

Marketing; careers such as 
Cabin Crew, Sales Rep, 
Footballer, Actor, Tour 

Guide, You Tuber as well as 
to university or living and 

working abroad.  The world 
is at your feet!

English is not enough!
Learning Spanish: builds communication, 

interpersonal, intercultural, problem 
solving and analytical skills; improves 

confidence and resilience; builds memory 
and brain capacity and increases 

creativity. It can also delay dementia, 
reduce racism and improve your salary as 
well as allow you to see the world.  All 

this on top of speaking another 
language!!
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BTEC SPORT TECH AWARD (PE) 
Qualification- BTEC                  Exam board- pearsons

Course Details
What will I study

Who will 
teach me?

What will independent 
study look like?Component One: Learning outcomes

+ Explore types and provision of sport and 
physical activity for different types of 

participant
+ Examine equipment and technology required 
for participants to use when taking part in 

sport and physical activity
+ Be able to prepare participants to take part 

in sport and physical activity.
Component Two: Learning outcomes

+Understand how different components of 
fitness are used in different physical 

activities
+ Be able to participate in sport and 

understand the roles and responsibilities of 
officials

+Demonstrate ways to improve participants 
sporting techniques.

Component Three: The Exam
+ Demonstrate knowledge of facts, 

components of fitness, fitness tests, training 
methods/processes/principles in relation to 

improving fitness in sport and exercise

We will show you how 
to study at home. 
There are lots of 
ways to improve your 
sporting knowledge. 
Social Media is a 
superb way to study 
this course.
You will also have a 
textbook to work 
from.

Any member of 
the PE Team 
could teach you 
or help you.
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Next Steps

.  

. 

Why should I pick The BTEC 
SPORT

Continuing To Study 
Sport and pe

Careers Linked To  PE

How will I be assessed

For more information visit:Sport (2022) | BTEC Tech Award | Pearson qualifications

Component One and Two  is coursework. 
You will be supervised in a classroom 
while you complete the coursework. The 
coursework is worth 60 marks for 
component One and 60 marks for 
Component Two.
Component Three is an Exam. The Exam 
last 90 minutes and is worth 60 marks.
Component Two is the practical unit but 
be aware you are assessed through 
coursework, however if you are good at 
sport, it will help you.

You should pick this course if you have 
a love for Sport and PE or if you really 
enjoy your PE lessons.
You must understand that this course is 
not about playing football. There will be 
some practical, but you need to 
understand that most of the marks in 
this course are given in the classroom. 

This course will lead you 
to college to study either 
A level PE or Sports 
Diploma. Be aware that 
this course can also lead 
you onto coaching courses 
and referring courses 
which you can use to earn 
some money at weekends.. 

•Sports science
•PE teacher
•Physiotherapist
•Professional 
sportsperson
•Sports 
coach/consultant
•Sports policy at local 
and national level
•Diet and fitness 
instructor
•Personal trainer
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